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COURSE OBJECTIVES

l. Develop program to implement linked lists, stacks. queues and binary search trees.

2. Implement searching and sorting algorithms.
COURSE OUTCOMES
At the end of the lab students are able to

l. Demonstrate the implementation of linked lists.

2. Implement stack and queue using arrays and linked lists.
3. Demonstrate applications of stack.
4. Demonstrate the implementation olbinary search trees.

5. lmplement different searching and sorting algorithms.

Note: Students has to complete at least 10:Stu s s com ms.

S,No EXERCISE/PROGRAM No. of hours

EXERCISE-1

1 Use both recursive and non-recursive functions to perform Linear search

for a Key value in a given list.
2

2 Use both recursive and non-recursive functions to perform Binary search

for a Key value in a given list.
2

EXERCISE.2

lmplement following techniques to sort a given list of integers in

ascend ing order
(i) , lnse rtion sort
(ii) Bubble sort
(iii) Selection sort

4

EXERCISE.3

4 Implement following techniques to sort a given list of integers in
ascending orde r.

(i) Quick sort
(ii) Merge sort

4

EXERCISE-4

5 lmplement stack (its operations) using arrays. 2

EXERCISE.5 2

6 To evaluate postfix expression. 2

7 To Convert infix expression into postfix expression.

EXERCISE.5

8 lmplement queue (its operations) using arrays. 2

EXERCISE-6

9 Use functions to
(i) Create a singly linked list.
(ii) lnsert an element into a singly linked list.
(iii)Delete an element from a singly linked list.

4

Course Title (Regulation) Sem Branch



EXERCISE-7

10 lmplemqnt stack (its operations) using Linked list 2

11 lmplement Queue (its operations) using linked lists. 2

EXERCISE-8

1,2 To reverse elements of a single linked list. 2

EXERCISE-9

13 1,. Use functions to
(i) Create a circular linked list.
(ii) lnsert an element into a circular linked list.
(iii) Delete an element from a circular Iinked list.

4

EXE RCTSE-10

14 Use functions to
(i) Create a Doubly linked list.
(ii) lnsert an element into a doubly linked list.
(iii) Delete an element from a doubly linked list.

4

EXERCTSE-11

15 To create a Binary Search Tree of integers, insert, delete and search
integers into (from) Binary search tree. 2

EXERCTSE-!.2

16 Use recursive functions to traverse a binary search tree in preorder, in-
order and post-order. 4

ADD ON PROGRAMS:

EXERCTSE-13

17 lmplement the elements using Breadth First Search Algorithm & Depth
First Search Algorithm 2

18 lmplement adding two large integers which are represented in linked list
fa sh io n. 2

OPEN.ENDED PROGRAMS:
EXERCTSE-r.4

19 To implement Stack (its operations) using Queue. 2

20 To implement Q!eue (its operations) using Stack. 2

DESIGN PROGRAMS:
EXERCTSE-1s

2L To implelnent a C program to converting a generaltree to a binary tree. 2

Total No. Classes
52
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